
A fully integrated cloud based 
Human Resources Management 
System (HRMS) for Healthcare
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Award Winning Software

Indigo MediHR is a suite of integrated HR Management software 
modules designed specifically for the medical industry and 

private practice.  It is designed to turn any practice into a “high 
performance” business.

Did you know that 70% of employees are not engaged 
in the workplace and that less than 10% of strategies 
are successfully implemented?
Indigo MediHR  is designed to turn any business into a ‘high performance’ business.  It 
includes a range of pre-configured modules for core HR functions, including:

Position Descriptions
Performance Reviews
HR Policies & Procedures
Operational Policies & Procedures
Monthly KPI Reporting
Staff Projects/Milestone Management

Weekly Action Plans
Staff Planner & Logs
Training Register
Health & Safety
Documentation Manager 
HR Advisory Board 

Utilise the expertise of our HR Specialists to customise each of the modules to your business 
and needs.

Our HR Advisory Board will provide you with monthly expert HR guidance and advice.  You 
will have access to knowledge and expertise on how to implement systems to avoid 
chasing your tail.  The Board will provide you with a continual improvement framework as 
well as enhancing the business’ reputation. 

Access to our business and leadership training programmes for your staff.

PLUS Our Unique Offering
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Indigo MediHR
Human Resources Modules

Module 1
Position Descriptions 
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Module 2
Performance Reviews 

Will help you create accurate, personalised employee reviews in minutes! 

Regular employee reviews will help you to maintain a happy, productive and 
motivated team. 

Template reviews for Administration, Management, Clinical and Allied Health

Choose fChoose from the dozens of performance criteria included in Performance Review that 
are important in your operation. Things such as initiative, leadership, problem solving 
ability, and sales skills, plus many more.

Set, track and measure individual goals and targets to maintain employee motivation 
and focus

CaCaters for a 360 Degree Appraisals. Review yourself, your peers, or even your 
managers. It can provide you with an invaluable insight and give you more of an 
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Module 3
HR Policies & Procedures

Simply create your own fully compliant HR Policies Manual 

Featuring a built in library of over 100+sample templates

Our HR Specialists can customise the policies to your practice 

See which employees have sighted and agreed to each policy (and version of 
each policy)
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Module 4
Operational Policies & Procedures

Provides employees with a reference source on many operational questions, allowing 
staff to make faster decisions while complying with company guidelines.

Adaptable to create an Operations Manual for your business or an Induction Manual 
for your staff.

Increases accountability amongst staff.

Systemising and "cleaning up" the business.

In a management or supeIn a management or supervisory position and are looking to ensure the smooth 
operation of your business.
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Module 5
Monthly KPI reporting

Improve staff engagement

Create an early warning system by analyzing KPI’s 

Create accountability to goals and targets
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Module 6
Staff Project /

Milestone Management

Ensure accountability to deadlines

Turn your everyday meetings into a documented action plan

Automatically emaili your staff with deadline updates on a weekly basis
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Improve employee accountability

Increase employee engagement and productivity

Maintain staff alignment to strategies and goals

Module 7
Weekly Action Plans
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Module 8
Staff Logs

Monitor Annual & Sick leave

Keep on top of employee issues

Document any performance improvement issues and plans 
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Module 9
 Training Register

Keep a detailed log of any training events that take place in the business

Record information about training conducted to obtain certificates and their 
expiry dates
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Module 10
Work Health & Safety

Choose from over 100+ WHS/OHS sample templates and forms based on 
AS/NZS 4801 standards.

You can enjoy the peace of mind of knowing that you have a document that is 
actively enforced with document control, automated staff compliance 
acknowledgement and a history audit trail.

DoDon’t spend time chasing up employees for their compliance every time you 
add a policy, or make a change – the automated policy acknowledgement 
email system will not only inform your employees, but log their responses as well. 

Minimise liability with a comprehensive digital paper trail of all revisions and 
changes you make in creating your document and distributing it
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Module 11
Documentation Manager

Tidy up your company documents

Store all forms into a central place 

Systemize your HR forms and workflow

Communicate to staff effectively

Minimise confusion amongst staff of the correct forms to use

Keep documents up-to-date and visible
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Don’t reinvent the wheel.  Indigo MediHR delivers all the essential 
systems to protect your practice against non-compliance with the 
Fair Work Act regulations and any unfair dismissal claims as well as 
create a highly motivated and productive team.  

Our team are waiting to show you how Indigo MediHR can make a 
difference to your business and team.  

Call our HR Specialists on
Tel: 1300 826 136 
Email:  bbeach@indigoconsulting.com.au
Web:   www.indigoconsulting.com.au
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